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Dynaflex to ramp up production capacity to meet
rising demand
PTI | 09:11 PM,Nov 30,2011

Vadodara, Nov 30 (PTI) Dynaflex Pvt Ltd, Asia's top manufacturer of security and temper-evident products,
today said it will ramp up its production capacity from 75 million pieces to 300 million per annum to meet
rising demand. The company is also aiming to become a Rs 100-crore annual turnover entity, Dynaflex
Chairman and Managing director Niranjan Vora said. He was talking to reporters visiting Dynaflex's
manufacturing plant at Halol in neighbouring Panchmahal district. "We are making an investment of USD 3
million for expanding the production capacity to 300 million pieces per annum," he said. "The security and
temper evident products business is growing at a rate of 50 per cent. Our products are sold in 45
countries and there is a huge potential in capturing markets in Middle East, Europe and Russia, which has
compelled us to increase the manufacturing capacity," said Vora. The company makes bags and
envelopes used for safety of cash, passports, aviation security and packaging solutions among others.
"We have pleaded with National investigation Agency (NIA) to use temper evident envelopes for collection
and preservation of evidences," Vora said. Five Regional Passport Offices in Maharashtra, Jammu &
Kashmir, Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh have started using the company's specially designed envelopes
for dispatching passports, he said. Meanwhile, the company today announced the launch of two new
products, Dynapac and Dynapost.
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I want to be prime minister, my dream is yet not
shattered: Lalu
The RJD chief said that his aim is to stop Narendra
Modi and Arvind Kejriwal at any cost.
12:06 PM, Feb 22, 2014

LS polls: Congress may field 'tainted' leaders,
relatives in Maharashtra
The move comes at a time when Rahul Gandhi is
staking his campaign on the issue of corruption
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections.
13:10 PM, Feb 22, 2014

Rahul hits out at BJP after his efforts to pass
anti-graft Bills fail
The BJP hit back at Rahul saying his comment is
totally disgraceful and disrespectful and he does
not understand things as they happen.
07:45 AM, Feb 22, 2014

Scam worth crores hits Air India, CBI to take up
probe
The scam involves concessional tickets given to
employees for their families wherein one sector
alone is said to have siphoned of over Rs 6 crore.
07:53 AM, Feb 22, 2014

Mumbai: DGCA grounds US aircraft after
detecting damage in engine
This comes just three weeks after the US Federal
Aviation Authority had downgraded Indian civil
aviation to category 2 in aviation safety.
09:15 AM, Feb 22, 2014
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